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Abstract. In order to obtain information about the internal structure of fluctuating Cooper pairs in the
pseudogap state and below the transition temperature of high Tc superconductors, we solve the Bethe-
Salpeter equation for the two-electron propagator in order to calculate a “pair structure function” gP (P,ρρρ)
that depends on the internal distance ρρρ between the partners and on the center of mass momentum P of
the pair. We use an attractive Hubbard model with a local potential for s-wave and a separable potential
for d-wave symmetry. The amplitude of gP for small ρ depends on temperature, chemical potential and
interaction symmetry, but the ρ dependence itself is rather insensitive to the interaction strength. Asymp-
totically gP decreases as an inverse power of ρ for weak coupling, but exponentially when a pseudogap
develops for stronger interaction. Some possibilities of observing the pair structure experimentally are
mentioned.

PACS. 74.20.Fg BCS theory and its development – 74.20.Rp Pairing symmetries (other than s-wave)

1 Introduction

High-temperature cuprate superconductors show remark-
able deviations from Fermi liquid behaviour in their nor-
mal state, in particular in the underdoped region. One
of the most striking features is the opening of a pseu-
dogap above the superconducting critical temperature Tc

and below another temperature, T ∗, that increases when
the doping is reduced [1]. This pseudogap appears to have
the same angular dependence and magnitude as the super-
conducting gap below Tc, with which it seems to merge at
the phase transition. In the pseudogap region, thermody-
namic quantities and transport coefficients also deviate
from Fermi liquid behaviour [2]. To explain these anoma-
lies, different scenarios can be invoked. One of them is
based on the formation in the pseudogap region of inco-
herent Cooper pairs [3], also called “preformed” pairs [4].
The pairing in both the spin and charge channels could
indeed explain some of the forementioned normal state
anomalies [5]. The phase coherence among these pairs is
established at a lower temperature, leading to the su-
perconducting transition. In this respect, the supercon-
ducting transition can be regarded almost as a Bose con-
densation of preformed Cooper pairs [7], while the BCS
behaviour, in which the formation of the Cooper pairs
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and their condensation occur at the same temperature, is
recovered as one approaches the overdoped region.

It is customary to characterize the physical behaviour
of a superconductor in terms of specific length scales. The
low temperature superconducting coherence length ξsc is
an important quantity showing different behaviour be-
tween the overdoped and underdoped region. Indeed, ξsc

is much shorter in underdoped compounds. In the frame-
work of model calculations one finds a marked dependence
of this coherence length on the strength of the pairing in-
teraction [8]. When the latter increases the system crosses
over from the BCS regime towards the Bose-Einstein con-
densation (BEC) region, while ξsc decreases. In the frame-
work of a Landau-Ginzburg description of superconductiv-
ity ξsc is the length scale over which the superconducting
order parameter varies, for example around a given dis-
turbance.

Another basic length, ξpair , is usually related to the
size of the Cooper pairs in the superconducting conden-
sate. In the BCS limit it can be obtained in a simple
manner from the modulus square of the anomalous Green
function [9,10]. It turns out that the behaviour of the two
important length scales, ξsc and ξpair , are similar as a
function of coupling strength: the stronger the interaction
the shorter are these two lengths (at least up to some in-
termediate coupling strength).
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Our interest here is focused on fluctuating pairs which
have a finite lifetime and whose phases are correlated over
a finite distance only. Above Tc they precisely correspond
to the above mentioned preformed pairs, but they also
exist below Tc due to thermal and quantum fluctuations.
We will show that these fluctuating pairs should be char-
acterized by a third typical length ξfp which is determined
by the dynamic pair correlation function, and is thus not
necessarily directly related to the two other lengths intro-
duced above.

We base our calculations on the two-dimensional at-
tractive Hubbard model. We consider either an isotropic
attraction with varying range (going from an on-site to a
long range attraction) giving rise predominantly to s-wave
pairing, and, alternatively, an attraction acting on elec-
trons sitting on neighboring sites, leading to d-wave pair-
ing. Analytic [7,11] and numerical work [12,13] has shown
that such a model can describe the instabilities toward the
formation of electronic pairs of these two symmetries, and
the transition to the superconducting state. By increasing
the strength of the attraction, it is possible to follow the
evolution of a variety of physical quantities in a cross-over
between a BCS-like behavior to a scenario where super-
conductivity can be related to the condensation of pre-
formed pairs [14]. Going beyond the weak coupling limit,
the formation of a pseudogap above the transition tem-
perature is found.

In order to describe the internal structure of preformed
pairs, for both T larger than Tc and T smaller than Tc, in
underdoped high-temperature superconductors we study
the Green function for the operator which creates a pair
of particles whose partners are at a certain relative dis-
tance, and study how this internal distance varies as a
function of temperature, interaction strength and form,
as well as density of particles. To this end, we will con-
sider a Bethe-Salpeter (BS) approach. In the case of a
dilute system of charge carriers, which is of interest to
us, the simplest approximation to the BS equation allows
to separate the center of mass motion of a pair from its
internal degree of freedom. The former is described by
the standard two-particle T-matrix. The latter takes into
account the relevant interaction channel of repeated two-
particle scattering and has a two-fold meaning. On one
hand, it correspond to the propagator of a pair with center
of mass momentum P, but having a specific internal struc-
ture, given by the form of the basic attractive interaction.
On the other hand, the same T-matrix also has essentially
the same form as the dynamic correlation function of the
pairing field, which is governed by a linear approxima-
tion to the usual Landau-Ginzburg (LG) type free energy,
that can be found from the basic Hamiltonian by the well-
known Stratonovich-Hubbard transformation [11]. In the
framework of this LG description one immediately finds
ξsc, which is expressed in the usual way by the coefficients
of the Landau-Ginzburg free energy [8].

As stated above, we are, however, interested in the
behaviour of the pair propagator for arbitrary distance
between the two partners of the pair. This information
comes from the two-particle bubble showing up in the BS

equation, and it is finally given in the form of a pair struc-
ture function gP (ρ) which gives essentially the probability
for the two partners of a pair, with a given center of mass
momentum P, of being at the distance ρρρ from each other.
Interesting information about the internal structure of a
pair can be obtained from the ρρρ dependence of this distri-
bution function both for small and for large values of ρρρ.
The structure of gP (ρ) up to an internal distance of a few
lattice constants, determined numerically, allows to ex-
hibit the influence of various parameters, such as temper-
ature, coupling strength, center of mass momentum and
pairing symmetry. The asymptotic behaviour for large ρρρ
will be studied both numerically and analytically. For very
weak coupling gP (ρ) goes to zero as a power of the dis-
tance, such that the second moment which is usually used
in order to define ξpair does not exist. On the other hand
the existence of a pseudogap leads to an exponential de-
cay. Thus, in this latter case a fluctuating pair length ξfp

can be introduced. Its value approaches the one of the
length ξpair of condensed Cooper pairs when the pairing
interaction becomes stronger. This is a sign that towards
strong coupling the superconducting transition can more
and more be interpreted as the Bose condensation of the
preformed pairs.

The paper is organized as follows. An overview of our
theoretical approach is given in Section 2. Starting from
the BS equation for both, T larger than Tc and T smaller
than Tc, an explicit expression is derived for gP (ρ), and the
basic lengths are related in detail to the relevant quantities
obtained from the BS equation. Above Tc the one-electron
Green functions constituting the two-particle bubble will
either be approximated by a free electron form or by a
BCS form with a finite line-width, in order to represent
the pseudogap. In Section 3 we analyze the dependence
of gP (ρ) on the distance ρρρ between the two partners of
a pair. The short range structure reflects the underlying
(s or d) symmetry of the pairing mechanism. Most pairs
are relatively localized, extending only over a few lattice
constants. Asymptotically gP (ρ) varies as an inverse power
law of ρρρ for weak attraction, but exponentially when the
interaction is strong enough to produce a pseudogap in the
one-electron spectrum. In that case a characteristic length
ξfp of fluctuating pairs can be introduced and compared
to ξpair of the superconducting state. We then discuss the
influence of the various parameters of our model, such as
temperature, chemical potential and interaction strength
and shape, on the structure of gP (ρ). Pairs formed on top
of the Fermi sea remain relatively localized even when the
coupling becomes weak. The main results of our work are
summarized in Section 4, where we also mention possible
experimental accesses to the internal structure of Cooper
pairs.

In Appendix A we discuss the form of the one-
electron spectral functions in the pseudogap region and
in Appendix B we relate our pair structure function to
the total number of preformed pairs which is usually
introduced in the framework of the Landau-Ginzburg
description of the superconducting phase transition. In
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Appendix C we discuss the pair length for a d-wave su-
perconductor at finite temperature.

2 Theoretical description of the pairs

We consider an extended attractive two-dimensional Hub-
bard model given by the Hamiltonian:

H = − t
∑

〈i,j〉,σ
(c†iσcjσ + h.c.) −

∑
i,j

U(i− j)ni↓nj↑

− µ
∑

i

(ni↓ + ni↑) (1)

where t is the hopping parameter between nearest neigh-
bor sites and U(i − j) > 0 is an attractive interaction
coupling the electronic density niσ = c†iσciσ at two differ-
ent sites i and j. All our calculations are performed in the
grand-canonical ensemble, using the chemical potential µ,
rather than the electronic density, as a parameter. Our ob-
jective consists in analyzing, in the framework of (1), the
structure of electronic pairs. The latter shows up in differ-
ent context. There are “preformed” or “fluctuating” pairs
in the normal state for T > Tc, in the domain where
simulations show the formation of a pseudogap. One of
the current interpretations of this unusual feature in the
cuprates precisely invokes the presence of preformed elec-
tronic pairs, existing up to a temperature T ∗, that can
be substantially higher than Tc. Below Tc, Cooper pairs
form the superconducting condensate, but there are also
“fluctuating” pairs in the superconducting state. In order
to describe this broken symmetry phase, we will introduce
the Nambu formalism. In this way, we create a formalism
that is valid above and below Tc.

In order to study electronic pairs we consider the op-
erator

Q†(rij , ρρρij) = c†i↑c
†
j↓, (2)

defined on the lattice sites i and j with coordinates xi and
xj , which creates a pair of electrons with opposite spins.
We define the center of mass coordinate of the pair rij

and the relative distance ρρρij , as:

rij =
1
2

(xi + xj)

ρρρij = xi − xj .

Although Q† and its adjoint do not satisfy the canoni-
cal commutation relations for independent (bosonic) par-
ticles, they can be used in order to describe electronic pair
correlations through the dynamic correlation function:

χ(rij , ρρρij , t; rrs, ρρρrs, t
′) = (−i)

× 〈T
[
Q(rij , ρρρij , t)Q†(rrs, ρρρrs, t

′)
]
〉, (3)

where T denotes the time ordering operator. Manifestly,
χ is a two-electron Green function G2:

G2(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = −〈T
[
c(1)c(2)c†(2′)c†(1′)

]
〉 , (4)

with a special choice of arguments (the numbers i =
1, 2, 1′, 2′ are a shorthand notation for the generalized co-
ordinates xi, ti, σi of space, time and spin variables):

χ(rij , ρρρij , t; rrs, ρρρrs, t
′) = i G2(xi, t;xj , t;xr, t

′;xs, t
′).
(5)

A simple and convenient approximation for evaluating G2

for a system described by the Hamiltonian (1) consists in
solving the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation [15], which we
study separately in the normal and in the superconducting
states.

2.1 Normal state

Here the two-electron Green function has the form:

G2(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = G(1, 1′)G(2, 2′) −G(1, 2′)G(2, 1′)
+ iG(1, 1)G(2, 2)U(1 − 2)G2(1, 2; 1, 2) (6)

taking into account only repeated scattering events be-
tween two electrons (thus restricting our analysis to low
density systems) and expressing G2 in term of the “full”
one-electron Green’s function G and of the attraction po-
tential U . Here and in the following we use imaginary time
arguments, 0 ≤ t ≤ iβ, β = 1/(kBT ), with the correspond-
ing time-ordering. We also adopted in (6) the convention
for which the bar under two identical arguments denotes
integration over space and time. Introducing the special
choice of variables needed for the pair correlation (5) into
the general BS equation (6) and denoting the dynamic
correlation function (3) by χ(rij − rrs, ρρρij , ρρρrs, t − t′) ≡
χ(ri, ρρρj , ρρρl, t) (where now ri = ia and ρρρj = ja are dis-
crete vectors, that represent the distance among two sites
on a square lattice of constant a), one obtains:

χ(ri, ρρρj , ρρρl, t) = −iG(ri, ρρρj − ρρρl, t) + i

∫
dt′

×
∑
m

∑
k

G(ri − rm, ρρρj − rk, t− t′)U(rk)

× χ(rm, rk, ρρρl, t
′) (7)

where G is the particle-particle bubble:

G(ri, ρρρj , t) = G
(
ri +

ρρρj

2
, t
)
G
(
ri −

ρρρj

2
, t
)
, (8)

describing the motion of two independent particles whose
properties have been renormalized by the interaction. The
spin indices have been omitted, since we are interested in
the particular configuration of opposite spin of the part-
ners of the pairs, and the interaction is independent of the
spin variable. We now apply a Fourier transformation with
respect to the variable ri to equation (7), introducing the
center of mass momentum P, and we go from imaginary
time to (bosonic) Matsubara frequencies zν . For a local
attraction U(r) = U0δ(r) the transformed equation be-
comes algebraic and χ can immediately be related to the
particle-particle bubble function G (see below). When the
interaction has a finite spatial extension one has either to
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solve numerically the integral equation (7) or to introduce
a separable form for the Fourier transform of U(i− j):

Ũ(k − k′) ≡
∑

l

ei(k−k′)·xlU(xl)

=
∑

λ

Uλφλ(k)φ∗λ(k), (9)

φλ being the various characteristic shape functions of the
potential. In order to simplify the formalism we will select
one value of φλ only. We will consider the following cases:

φiso(k) =
1√

1 + k2/k2
0

(10)

φd(k) = cos kxa− cos kya. (11)

The first weight function is the usual form for an isotropic
interaction [9] with a typical interaction range given by
the inverse of k0. For k0 → ∞ the usual point interaction
leading to s-wave pairing is recovered. The second choice
is for d-wave pairing. The equation for χ is thus given by:

χ(P, ρρρ,ρρρ′, zν) = − i
∑
k

e−ik(ρ−ρ′)G̃(P,k; zν) + i
∑

λ

Uλ

×
∑
k

e−ik·ρρρφ∗λ(k)G̃(P,k; zν)

×
∑
k′

e−ik′·ρρρ′
Fλ(P,k; zν), (12)

where G̃(P,k; zν) is the Fourier transform of the particle-
particle bubble (8) with respect to the center of mass
position r, internal distance ρρρ and time, and Fλ is an
intermediate-step quantity obtained from the convolution
of the Fourier transform of the dynamic correlation func-
tion χ with respect to the variables ρρρi and ρρρj , and the
characteristic shape function of the potential:

Fλ(P,k; zν) =
∑
k′
φλ(k′)

∑
i

∑
j

eik·ρρρie−ik′·ρρρj

× χ(P, ρρρi, ρρρj , zν). (13)

For a given weight function in (9) the equations (12)
and (13) can now be solved to yield:

χ(P, ρρρ,ρρρ, zν) = − iG(P,0, zν) + T (P, zν)

× Ĝ(P, ρρρ, zν)Ĝ(P,−ρρρ, zν). (14)

Here the following key quantities show up:
1. The usual two-particle T-matrix T (P, zν) given by:

T (P, zν) =
Uλ

1 − i Uλ

∑
k |φλ(k)|2G̃(P,k; zν)

· (15)

Given the fact that it involves — in the denominator — a
sum over the wave vector k of the particle-particle bubble,
weighted by the square of the shape function determining
the interaction potential, it contains information about

a particular type of “reference pairs” with a given inter-
nal structure (determined precisely by the square of the
weight function) with center of mass momentum P, and
Matsubara frequency zν corresponding to the energy of
the pair when continued to the real axis. For a strictly
local potential (i.e. φλ = 1) the corresponding reference
pairs consist of electrons sitting on the same lattice site.
As usual the T-matrix, for zν going to Ω+iε, can be given
a simple form for small Ω and P :

T (P, Ω) =
[
a+ cP 2 + dΩ

]−1
. (16)

This form corresponds to the dynamic correlation func-
tion of the pairing field ψ governed by a time-dependent
Landau-Ginzburg equation:

d
∂ψ

∂t
= −aψ + c∇2ψ. (17)

Indeed, starting from the above Hamiltonian with a sep-
arable potential of the form (9) and upon performing the
usual Stratonovich-Hubbard transformation [11], one can
transform the partition function into a functional integral
over such a time- and space-dependent pairing field ψ,
governed by a Landau-Ginzburg-type free energy, which
is quadratic in ψ and leads to the field equation (56). In
this framework the typical length scale characterizing the
“stiffness” of the pairing field can be identified, which is
our superconducting coherence length ξsc. The above coef-
ficient a usually has the following temperature dependence

a(T ) = a0

(
1 − T

Tc

)
. (18)

Based on this form, Kao et al. [8] define ξsc by:

ξ2sc = c/a0 (19)

They note that this length strongly depends on the
strength of the interaction: it is large for weak coupling
and it becomes small for intermediate coupling.
2. The two-particle bubble, Fourier transformed back to
real space by using the weight factor φλ, reads:

Ĝ(P, ρρρ, zν) =
∑

k

eik·ρρρφλ(k)G̃(P,k, zν) . (20)

This is the quantity which introduces the ρρρ dependence
into χ which we are actually interested in. In order to
interpret in simple physical terms the internal structure
of the preformed pairs which we will find in the following
section we will thus have to come back to the ρρρ dependence
hidden in (20).

Finally, the “pair structure function” gP (P, ρρρ), that
gives the internal structure of a pair having momentum P
and internal distance ρρρ is defined by:

gP (P, ρρρ) =
∫
dΩNB(Ω)Φ(P, ρρρ,Ω), (21)

NB(Ω) being the Bose-Einstein distribution function,
while Φ(P, ρρρ,Ω) represents the spectral function of a pair
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with center of mass momentum P, energy Ω and internal
distance ρρρ:

Φ(P, ρρρ,Ω) = Im{χ(P, ρρρ,ρρρ,Ω + i0+)}. (22)

The form of the pair interaction influences gP (ρ) in two
different ways:
a) It renormalizes the one-electron Green function con-

stituting the bubble (20), in particular by creating a
pseudogap in the density of states opening at a tem-
perature T ∗, which can be substantially higher than
Tc;

b) it shows up explicitly in the T-matrix expression (15)
determing thus the coefficient a(T ) in (18) and thus
the superconducting transition temperature (given in
our approach by the so-called Thouless criterion, i.e.
by the temperature at which a(T ) vanishes). It will
thus also influence the coherence length ξsc, as stated
above in (19). One has, however, to stress that the
potential strength does not show up explicitly in the
expression of the bubble which determines the inter-
nal structure of our preformed pairs. It is thus not
surprising that — as we will discuss in Section 3 —
the influence of the potential strength on the distribu-
tion function gP (P, ρρρ) of the pair size is weaker than
its influence on quantities like ξsc.

Following expression (21) we can construct a function,
g0

P (P, ρρρ), that represents the internal structure of two in-
dependent particles with center of mass momentum P and
which is given by the first term in (14):

g0
P (P, ρρρ) ≡

∫
dΩNB(Ω)Im{χ0(P, ρρρ,ρρρ, zν)|zν→Ω+i0+}

≡
∫
dΩNB(Ω)Im{G(P,0, zν)|zν→Ω+i0+}.

(23)

Being independent of ρρρ, this contribution forms a constant
“background” to the structure of gP (ρ), resulting from the
direct two-particles scattering. For this reason, we sub-
tract this background contribution from gP (P, ρρρ), so that
instead of the definition (22) we will use the “rescaled”:

Φ(P, ρρρ,Ω) = Im{χ(P, ρρρ,ρρρ,Ω + iη) − χ0(P, 0, Ω + iη)}.
(24)

However, one has to bear in mind that possible negative
values of gP (P, ρρρ) simply mean a reduction of the number
of corresponding pairs with respect to this independent
particle background.

We do not attempt a fully self-consistent calculation
of G — and thus of G — and χ. Rather, we approxi-
mate the one-electron spectral function in the pseudogap
regime we are interested in by a BCS-like form with a fi-
nite linewidth γ. The corresponding result for G is derived
in Appendix A.

2.2 Superconducting state

In this domain we deal with fluctuating pairs which still
exist below Tc. The formal procedure follows the same

lines as above Tc, but it is slightly more complicated due
to the existence of the anomalous one-particle Green func-
tions. The BS approach has already been used to study the
Cooper pairs in the BCS ground state for an ideal Fermi
gas [6]. The two particle propagator has two poles that
represent a massless mode (the Anderson-Bogoliubov-
Higgs mode) and a massive mode, describing pairs that
are two-particle bound states with a finite lifetime, as the
“preformed” pairs above Tc. It is useful to introduce the
Nambu representation for the particle field operator:

Ψ(r) =
(
ψ↑(r)
ψ†
↓(r)

)

so that the BCS Green functions can be written as:

G(1, 2) = −〈T [Ψ(1)Ψ †(2)]〉 (25)

and the two-particle Green’s function:

G2(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = 〈T [Ψ(1)Ψ(2)Ψ †(2′)Ψ †(1′)]〉 (26)

where the argument of the field operator represents the
coordinates and the index of the Nambu spinor compo-
nent 1 = r1, τ1, �1, etc. In order to solve a BS equation
analogous to (6) it is convenient to introduce a reduced
two-particle correlation function:

L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = G2(1, 2; 1′, 2′) −G(1, 1′)G(2, 2′) (27)

which satisfies the BS equation:

L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = −G(1, 2′)G(2, 1′) + G(1, 1)G(4, 1′)

× U(1, 3; 4, 2)L(2, 2; 3, 2′) (28)

where U is an effective two particle interaction that de-
pends on the Nambu indices as well as on the particles
space and time coordinates. The above equation can be
solved introducing a many-particle T-matrix:

T (1, 2; 1′, 2′) = U(1, 2; 1′, 2′) + U(1, 2; 1′, 1)

×G(1, 4)G(3, 2)T (4, 2; 3, 2′) (29)

and by expressing L in function of T :

−L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = G(1, 2′)G(2, 1′) + G(1, 1)G(4, 1′)

× T (1, 3; 4, 2)G(2, 2′)G(2, 3). (30)

For the choice of the space and time coordinates made in
equation (5), the corresponding two-particle correlation
function in Nambu representation is given by:

L(1, 2; 1′, 2′) = L(xj , t;xr, t
′;xi, t;xs, t

′)1221
≡ L(x1;x′1;x1;x2′)1221 (31)

and the two particle Green’s function, for the arguments
we are interested in, is given in Nambu representation (27)
by:

G2(x2;x′1;x1;x′2)1221 = G(x2;x1)12G(x′1;x
′
2)21

+ L(x2;x′1;x1;x′2)1221 (32)
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where G(x, y)1,2 = G(x, y)∗2,1 is the anomalous BCS
Green function.

This expression shows that in the superconducting
state the pair correlation function has two contributions.
The first term, involving the product of the two anoma-
lous Green functions, represents the internal structure of
pairs that belong to the superconducting condensate. In-
deed, the anomalous Green functions depend only on the
relative distance ρρρ among the partners and not on their
centre of mass coordinate. Thus, their centre of mass mo-
mentum is zero. It is from this anomalous bubble that
one usually extracts the pair length ξpair , which repre-
sents the average distance among fermions in a Cooper
pair (see Appendix C). The second contribution to the
pair correlation function (32), gives information about the
non-condensed (or “fluctuating”) pairs, as above the crit-
ical temperature. The method to calculate this part, i.e.
to solve equation (30), is the same used for the pseudo-
gap state. However, in the broken symmetry phase the
longitudinal and the transverse components with respect
to the direction of broken symmetry of the two particle
correlation function are not equal (as it is instead the
case above Tc). The information about the massless mode
is carried by the tranverse part, which describes phase
correlations among pairs, while the longitudinal compo-
nent corresponds to the propagator of pairs with a given
mass, and contains information about the relevant length
of the broken symmetry phase [21,22]. In order to obtain
information about the internal structure of this fluctuat-
ing pairs, we use the longitudinal part of the correlation
function, given by [21]:

χ‖(x2, x
′
1;x1, x

′
2) = L(x2, x

′
1;x1, x

′
2)1221

+ L(x2, x
′
1;x1, x

′
2)2112

+ L(x2, x
′
1;x1, x

′
2)2211

+ L(x2, x
′
1;x1, x

′
2)1122. (33)

From the longitudinal pair correlation function we can de-
fine the pair structure function (21) below Tc with:

Φ(P, ρρρ,Ω) = Im
[
χ‖(P, ρρρ,ρρρ,Ω + iη) − χ0

‖(P, 0, Ω + iη)
]

(34)

where χ0
‖ is the contribution of the bare bubbles to (33),

due to the single particle Green functions product ap-
pearing in the definition of the two-particles correlation
function (30). ρρρ and P are as for T > Tc. Following
reference [23], we distinguish two gap parameters in the
BCS Green function: the gap∆pg(k), which represents the
pseudogap that survives below Tc , and the gap occurring
in the anomalous Green function ∆sc(k), which represents
the finite average value of the pairing field, the order pa-
rameter in the broken symmetry phase. The quasi-particle
dispersion can be written then as:

E(k) =
√
ξ(k)2 +∆(k)2

where ∆(k)2 ≡ ∆pg(k)2 +∆sc(k)2 and ξ(k) = ε(k) − µ
is the free particle dispersion. The Green functions can be

written explicitly as:

G(k, ωn)11 = − ξ(k) + iωn

E(k)2 + ω2
n

= −G(−k,−ωn)22 (35)

G(k, ωn)21 = − φ(k)
E(k)2 + ω2

n

= G(k, ωn)12. (36)

3 Numerical results

Our numerical calculations are based on the tight-binding
spectrum resulting from the kinetic energy part of the
Hamiltonian (1) with a nearest neighbor hopping t in two
dimensions. We use the total bandwidth W = 8t as our
energy unit. The zero of the energy is in the center of
the band. Assuming that the underdoped cuprates with
a pronounced pseudogap are situated in an intermediate
coupling regime of the attractive Hubbard model [16] we
chose an interaction strength U of the order of 0.5W . In
the d-wave case, however, the interaction strength should
be of order of the bandwidth to obtain reasonable values
for the critical temperature [17,18]. The value of the gap
at zero temperature has been calculated solving the BCS
equation, for fixed value of the chemical potential.

In order to incorporate the effect of the finite lifetime of
the pair excitations without washing out the effect of the
pseudogap, we choose one-electron Green functions with a
finite linewidth Γ (see Appendix A) of the order of ∆/2,
for which rather sharp features in the pseudogap region
are still present.

For the width of the pseudogap we rely on quantum
Monte Carlo calculations for the two-dimensional attrac-
tive Hubbard model [13]. Those results show that the value
of the width depends on the band filling (i.e. on the chem-
ical potential), but it is essentially independent of temper-
ature T . The latter fact is one of the characteristic features
of the pseudogap: when T increases, above Tc, the pseu-
dogap is filling up rather than closing. This filling up of
the pseudogap can be taken into account by choosing a
T -dependent line width Γ . For our interaction strength
(U = 0.5W ) the numerical value of the pseudogap half-
width ∆pg is on the order of 0.05W for a quarter-filled
band and to 0.06W closer to half-filling. Our chemical po-
tential values correspond to lower filling. We will therefore
chose values below 0.05W for ∆pg in our calculations. The
linewidth Γ is then adapted in order to obtain one-electron
spetral functions of the shape as in the simulations, i.e.
with a rounded pseudogap, rather than a true gap.

The relevant temperature interval of the pseudogap
regime is determined in the framework of our description
of pairing. In the usual T-matrix approximation, which
results from the BS equation (6), the superconducting in-
stability occurs at the temperature where the “Thouless
criterion” is fulfilled:

T−1(P = 0, zν = 0) = 0, (37)

i.e., where pairs with zero centre of mass momentum begin
to form a true bound state. This is a “mean-field-like” cri-
terion that corresponds to our approach to pair structure,
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Fig. 1. Short range behaviour of the
pair structure function gP (P,ρρρ) as a
function of ρρρ = (ρρρx, 0) (in units of
a) and P = (Px, 0). The relevant pa-
rameters are, respectively, µ = −0.4W ,
U = −0.5W . Moreover for (a) ∆pg = 0
and (b) ∆pg = 0.04W , and the ratio
T/Tc equals 1.5 for both figures.

which is, of course, less precise than a treatment going
more deeply into the analysis of phase fluctuations in the
framework of the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition. For our
calculations, we will in general indicate the value of the
temperature ratio T/Tc, in order to compare similar situ-
ations for different values of the underlying parameters.

The imaginary part of the T-matrix T (P, Ω + i0+) is
the spectral function of fluctuating pairs of a given internal
structure, specified by the denominator of expression (16).
The inverse width of ImT as a function of W can be inter-
preted as the life time of the corresponding pair. We ob-
tain, in the case of s-wave pairing, for the lifetime the val-
ues 25, 5.5, and 1.8, for P = 0 and T/Tc equal to 1.5, 3 and
6, respectively. This lifetime is expressed in units of the
inverse of the Fermi energy EF , where EF = µ− Ebottom

and Ebottom is the bottom of the band. Although the pair
structure function is defined on a lattice, we present it as
a continuous function, as a guideline for the eye to follow
its dependence on the relative distance. We will study sep-
arately the behaviour of gP (ρ) for small and for large val-
ues of ρ. First we will present figures, obtained by treating
numerically the relevant equations presented in Section 2,
which show the influence of various parameters, such as
center of mass momentum, chemical potential, attraction
strength, on the form of gP (ρ) up to a few lattice con-
stants. The asymptotic behaviour for large distances, on
the other hand, will be discussed by analyzing the basic
integral over wave vectors in the bubble (Eq. (20)) that
determines the ρ dependence of gP (ρ).

We first present results for an isotropic interaction of
the form (10) leading to s-wave pairing. It turns out that
similar findings will apply correspondingly to the d-wave
case, for which we will present the basic features in the
following subsection. The last subsection will be devoted
to the preformed pairs below Tc.

3.1 s-wave pairing above Tc

In Figure 1, we present the pair structure function up to
three lattice constants for different values of the center of
mass momentum in absence and in presence of a pseudo-
gap. The function is calculated for the relative distance in
the same direction as the momentum. In the s-wave case,
however, the pair structure function is isotropic, reflect-
ing the spatial symmetry of the order parameter, so that
gP (P, ρx) is representative of the behavior along the other
directions. The effect of increasing pair momentum is to
reduce the number of pairs and to shrink their size (which
can be seen as a sort of “relativistic length contraction”).
It is apparent that the extension of the pairs in all the
cases considered here is of the order of one or two lattice
constants. In order to see the effect of the finite pseudogap
on gP (ρ) for this range of distances we show gP (P, ρx)
in the two figures for a fixed ratio T/Tc, the transition
temperature Tc being calculated in each case using the
Thouless criterion [15]. A finite pseudogap increases the
number of pairs and slightly enlarges their size for zero
internal momentum. For finite value of the momentum
P, though, the opening of a pseudogap seems to suppress
the pairing. Had we taken the same temperature for both
figures, rather than the same ratio T/Tc, we would find
fewer pairs with pseudogap: for a given strength of ther-
mal fluctuations (same T ) it is more difficult to form pairs
in the presence of a pseudogap, since the density of states
near the chemical potential is decreased. Moreover, when
we increase the temperature, keeping all the other param-
eters the same, the values of gP (ρ) simply decrease by
keeping the same form of the ρ-dependence.

In Figure 2 we show gP (ρ) for different values of the
chemical potential µ. A smaller value has been chosen for
the pseudogap in order to give more amplitude to the os-
cillations, which according to equation (45) — are damped
by the presence of a pseudogap. As the chemical potential
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Fig. 2. Density dependence of the pair structure function gP (P,ρρρ) for s-wave case, ρρρ = (ρx, 0), T = 1.5Tc, U = −0.5W ,
k0a = 20 and ∆pg = 0.0174W . Full line corresponds to µ = −0.35W , dashed line to µ = −0.375W , dotted line to µ = −0.4W ,
dash-dotted line to µ = −0.425W and double dash-dotted line to µ = −0.45W .

moves up from the bottom of the band (i.e. for increasing
density, but still in the limit of validity of our T-matrix
approximation), the number of pairs with small ρx also
increases: there are more electrons available to form these
pairs. Moreover, the fluctuating pairs get somewhat more
localized: the curve for gP (ρ) reaches zero for a smaller ρx

and the following oscillations are correspondingly shifted.
These oscillations are a signature of the Fermi sea out of
which pairing takes place, just like the Friedel oscillations
of a screened interaction potential.

In Figure 3 we show the variation of the pair structure
with respect to variation of the interaction strength. We
have chosen ∆ = 0, since we are particularly interested in
the behaviour of gP (ρ), when the interaction potential gets
rather weak. When U is decreased gP (ρ) loses amplitude:
fewer fluctuating pairs are formed. However, the range of
the main peak for small distances essentially remains un-
changed when U/W varies between −0.2 and −0.1. The
inset shows the pair structure functions for stronger po-
tential strengths (between −0.2 and −0.6). The functions
are normalized to their zero internal distance value, as
we want to emphasize the trend of the functions. As one
would expect, the typical internal distance increases as the
interaction strength U has weakened from 0.6W to 0.2W .

This evolution is similar to what has been obtained
by Paredes and Cirac [20] for a system of bosonic atoms
in an optical lattice, which is mapped onto a fermionic

Fig. 3. Pair structure function gP (P = 0,ρρρ) at T = 1.5Tc,
for different interaction strengths: U = −0.1W, −0.15W , and
−0.2W . We have chosen ∆pg = 0. The inset shows gP (ρ)
for somewhat stronger attraction (U = −0.2W, −0.4W , and
−0.6W ). Here the structure function is normalized to one at
the origin in order to show more clearly the variation of the
short range form for different interaction strength.

system via a Jordan-Wigner transformation with a local
attraction V . The pairs are formed according to a varia-
tional wave function, whose spatial extension changes by
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changing the attraction strength, and results in local-
ized pairs for large value of V , and delocalized pairs for
small V .

We have also studied the influence of the potential
range on gP (ρ) by varying the parameter k0 in the form
function φ(k) of our factorized potential (9). One has to
bear in mind, however, that, for smaller and smaller k0,
such a factorizable potential deviates more and more from
a true distance dependent interaction, which would lead
to a BS integral equation (7). The result is that for de-
creasing k0, the amplitude of gp for small ρ decreases and
the oscillations taking place for ρ up to a distance on the
order of the inverse of k0 disappear. However, the oscil-
lations for larger distances get enhanced, such that for a
potential with a longer range pairs tend to be less local-
ized, as expected.

We now examine the ρ-dependence of gP (ρ) in more
detail, looking also into the asymptotic behaviour for large
distances. According to expression (14) the ρ-dependence
comes from the “two-particle bubble” G , given by the sum
over wave vectors in equation (20).

First, we consider a weak attraction, where the pseudo-
gap can be neglected. In this regime the zero momentum
bubble has the form

G(0,ρ, z) =
∫
d2k


eik·ρ

tanh
[

β(ε(k)−µ)
2

]
φ(k)

z − 2 (ε(k) − µ)


. (38)

When the free electron spectrum and the form function
φ(k) are approximated by an isotropic form, the imaginary
part of the bubble for z going to Ω + iε has the form:

Im[G(0,ρ, Ω + iδ)] = 2πmJ0(kcρ) tanh
[
k
βΩ

4

]
φ(kc)

(39)

where J0(x) is the zero order Bessel function and the char-
acteristic wave number kc, given by the zero of the denom-
inator in (38)

kc =

√
2m
(
µ+

Ω

2

)

= kF (1 +Ω/(2µ))1/2 (40)

is close to the Fermi wave number kF , since Ω, corre-
sponding to the pair energy over which we integrate in re-
lation (21), is on the order of kBT and is therefore small.
According to (14) the relevant quantity χ, determining
gP (ρ), involves the product of two such (complex valued)
bubbles and since kc depends on the energy Ω over which
we integrate in (21), the final asymptotic ρ-dependence of
gP (ρ) cannot be immediately guessed from these consid-
erations. Nevertheless, kc is a key quantity in order to
understand the general shape of gP (ρ). First, it deter-
mines through the Bessel function form and width of the
main peak of gP (ρ), and thus the characteristic length dfp

which represents the typical size of preformed or fluctu-
ating pairs, as it appears in our figures, is of the order of
the inverse of kc.

Our expression (14) for the pair structure function
shows that, in the weak coupling limit, the influence of
the interaction strength only shows up in the T-matrix —
expression (15) — but not explicitly in the two-particle
bubble which alone depends on ρ. Thus the ρ-dependence
of the pair structure function gP (ρ) will be governed by the
characteristic length, given by (40), whereas the potential
strength only influences the amplitude of gP (ρ) through
the T-matrix factor in (14).

This explains the relatively small variation of the pair
size with a strongly varying U , shown in Figure 3.

In order to compare the ρ dependence for different val-
ues of U the pair structure functions shown in the inset are
scaled to one at the origin. For the chemical potential used
(µ is 0.8t above the bottom of the band) the kc value given
by equation (40) is on the order of the inverse of the lat-
tice constant. This is indeed reflected in the ρ dependence
of gP (ρ), which varies little from one curve to another. On
the other hand, the pair number strongly decreases then
the attraction becomes weaker, as it is manifest looking
at the values of gP (0) for curves at different interaction
strengths.

The conclusion is that pairs, created out of the Fermi
sea, remain relatively local even in the weak coupling limit.
Their size is related to the inverse of the Fermi momentum
kF , since the dominant wave vectors of the two partners
forming these pairs are near kF . This is different from the
case of an isolated pair, treated as a two-particle scatter-
ing problem. This corresponds to choosing µ = 0. In this
case the relevant length scale as far as the pair size is con-
cerned is the potential range; when the potential becomes
weaker, the amplitude of the wave function gets smaller
inside the attractive region and thus the pair state looks
more extended.

This conclusion can also be reached by transforming
the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the two-particle correla-
tion function from its integral form (as it is shown in our
Eqs. (7) and (12)) into a Schroedinger-like equation which,
for an interaction potential U(ρρρ), reads:(
z +

∇2
ρ

m

)
χ(0, ρρρ,ρρρ′, z) = −iR(ρρρ− ρρρ′) (41)

+
∫
d2rR(ρρρ − r)U(r)χ(0, r, ρρρ′, z)

where the function R(ρρρ) is given by

R(ρρρ) =
1

(2π)2

∫
d2ke−ikρρρ

[
1 − 2NF (k2/2m)

]
.

(42)

In the dilute limit the Fermi functions do not contribute
to R(ρρρ), which leads to R(ρρρ) = δ(ρρρ). Equation (41) then
takes the usual Lipmann-Schwinger form describing two-
particle scattering (see Chap. 13 of Ref. [15]). However,
for a Fermi system of finite µ our scattering equation (41)
remains an integro-differential equation and, for a short
range potential, the integral kernel is again dominated by
the Fermi wave vector determining the range of R(ρ).
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The asymptotic behaviour of gP (ρ) in the weak cou-
pling limit can also be discussed with the help of kc. For
large distances ImG has oscillations of the form cos kcρ

ρ .
For gP (ρ) we indeed find numerically, for large ρ, os-
cillations with wavelength on the order of a few lattice
constants. Their amplitude decreases as ρ−s with an ex-
ponent s which is somewhat larger than one. Its precise
value depends on the chosen parameters, in particular on
temperature. This shows that the second moment in ρ of
gP (ρ) does not exist, and thus no “mean fluctuating pair
size” can be defined in the weak coupling limit. However,
since s > 1 the integral of gP (ρ) over ρ exists and can
in principle be interpreted as the total weight of all pair
configurations for a given center of mass momentum P.
With increasing temperature the amplitude of these oscil-
lations decreases, their form changing only slightly. The
asymptotic behaviour of gP (P, ρρρ) is not surprising. In-
deed, the Bethe-Salpeter equation we use for calculating
the two-particle Green function describes the scattering
of two electrons, due to their attractive interaction, in the
presence of the Fermi sea. Our gP (ρ) gives then the dif-
ference in the number of paired configurations, with the
partners being at a distance ρ, between the interacting
system and the background of non-interacting paricles.
The corresponding difference between the squares of the
wave function describing a scattering state and of the free
state of the same energy (in the absence of a Fermi sea)
decreases asymptotically as ρ−1 in two dimensions.

Thus, for weak coupling the fluctuating pairs look dif-
ferent from the pairs forming the superconducting con-
densate [21], where a characteristic mean pair length ξpair

can be defined by the normalized second moment of the
probability distribution ga(ρ) for the distance ρ between
the partners of the pair. In the BCS approach the lat-
ter is given by the Fourier transform to real space of the
equal-time anomalous Green function [21]. It is given by
an integral like our expression (38), but for z = 0 and ξ(k)
replaced by the gapped electron spectrum. For a finite su-
perconducting gap ∆sc the function ga(ρ) decreases ex-
ponentially for large distances and the characteristic pair
size ξpair found in this way [21] is given by

ξpair = �
2 kF

4m∆sc
. (43)

Except for a slightly different numerical factor in the de-
nominator this is the usual BCS coherence length. Note
that equation (2.69) of reference [21] has a slightly differ-
ent form, since these authors use a scaled gap.

We now consider an attraction U of intermediate value
(on the order of half the bandwidth or more). It will
produce a pseudogap in the one-electron Green function.
The corresponding bubble, replacing (38), is shown in ap-
pendix A in equation (53). Due to the BCS-form (50) of G
four terms contribute to the bubble in (53). The first two
are of particle-particle type like the bubble (38) for free
electrons. The other two are particle-hole like, but since
they involve the product of the two BCS, respectively Bo-
goliubov weight functions uk and vk, they contribute less.
For the particle-particle terms the relevant wave number

kc, for which the corresponding denominator in the bub-
ble (53) vanishes, will now be complex involving the value
∆pg of the pseudogap:

kc = kF + im(∆2
pg + Γ 2)1/2/�kF . (44)

In this expression we have neglected the energy Ω of the
pairs. For a pseudogap which is somewhat smaller than
the chemical potential (as it seems to be the case in un-
derdoped cuprates) the real part of kc is still dominant,
such that the short range structure of preformed pairs will
again be characterized by a length dfp on the order of the
inverse Fermi wave number. However, the imaginary part
of kc now leads, through the properties of the Bessel func-
tion of a complex argument, to an exponential decay of
g(ρ) for large ρ. The same exponential decay would, of
course, be found for the spatial Fourier transform of the
one-electron spectral function (49) for energies Ω smaller
than the value of the pseudogap.

We can now introduce a fluctuating pair length ξfp

which differs from the quantity dfp. It is given by

ξfp = �
2 kF

4m
√
∆2

pg + Γ 2
. (45)

On the other hand the structure of condensed pairs in
this regime is similar as in the weak coupling limit: the
electronic band structure governing the anomalous Green
functions describing the superconducting phase is now
characterized by a total gap which is composed of the
pseudogap and the superconducting gap. A simple form
used by various authors is

∆2 = ∆2
sc +∆2

pg (46)

and expression (41) has to be replaced by

ξpair = �
2 kF

4m∆
. (47)

Thus, the condensed pairs now have a correlation length
which is not very different from the one of the preformed
pairs existing above the transition and in this regime the
idea that fluctuating pairs condense when superconductiv-
ity sets in begins to be relevant. This has also been shown
by thermodynamic arguments [16].

What is usually called strong coupling [21] corresponds
to an attraction U¨ exceeding the band width, which leads
to a chemical potential lying far below the lower band
edge. One can then show [21] that the two-electron prop-
agator takes the form of the Green function of a Boson
corresponding to strongly localized electron pairs. On the
other hand the one-electron spectrum in the bubble can
be neglected with respect to µ and the k-integral over
the Bessel function yields again strongly localized pre-
formed pairs, ξfp now being of the order of the inverse
of a wave vector on the edge of the Brillouin zone. Thus,
for strong coupling, condensed pairs are as localized as
the fluctuating ones, which legitimates the Bose-Einstein-
condensation scenario for the superconducting transition
in this regime.
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the pair
structure function gP (P,ρρρ) for the d-wave sym-
metry as a function of ρx and different values
of the center of mass momentum P. The follow-
ing parameters have been used: ∆pg = 0.05W ,
µ = −0.4W , U = −0.7W and the temperature
values are T = 1.5Tc in (a) and T = 3Tc in (b).

3.2 d-wave pairing above Tc

As stated above, the d-wave case does not differ too much
in the qualitative behavior from the previous cases, neither
in the behavior with respect to the opening of a pseudogap
in the single particle spectrum, nor in the dependence on
the other parameters. We just show in Figure 4 the vari-
ation with temperature dependence of gP (ρ) for different
momenta. As the temperature is raised, the distribution
function is suppressed for P = 0 and enhanced for P �= 0,
as in the s-wave case. gP (ρ) vanishes for zero internal dis-
tance, as it should be from the symmetry of the interaction
and of the pseudogap parameter, and has its maximum at
a distance of the order of a lattice constant, slightly higher
than the extended s-wave case. The d-wave symmetry is
also visible in the fact that gP (ρ) is zero along the diagonal
(ρx = ρy), see Figure 5. The pairs again have typically the
size of a lattice constant, but a secondary peak appears in
the zero momentum distribution function at a distance of
three or four lattice constants. Another fact to be noticed
is that when a gap opens we need to move toward stronger
interaction value in order to have a reasonable value for
the transition temperature. This is due to the fact that a
finite value of the interaction in the 2D Hubbard model is
needed for the d-wave case to have a bound state in the
related two-body problem [18]. Moreover, the Friedel os-
cillations, discussed above for the s-wave case, are hidden
by the oscillation of the d-wave symmetry of pseudogap
parameter, of typical period π/a.

By lowering the interaction strength the number of
pairs tends to diminish strongly. Moving the chemical
potential more inside the band has as a result an en-
hancement of the number of pairs of finite momentum.
To explain this enhancement, we can invoke the increase
of kinetic energy due to confinement. We can also note
a decrease of the average extension of the pair, as the
secondary peak in the pair structure function almost com-
pletely disappears.

The asymptotic behaviour of gP (ρ) for large ρ is also
similar as for s-wave pairing: in the absence of a pseudo-
gap it goes to zero as a power of ρ, whereas the presence
of a pseudogap again leads to an exponential decay char-
acterized by the corresponding ξfp.

Fig. 5. Spatial two-dimensional structure of the pair structure
function gP (P = 0,ρρρ) for different directions of ρρρ for the d-
wave symmetry case. The parameter values are: ∆pg = 0.05W ,
T = 1.5Tc, µ = −0.4W and U = −0.7W .

3.3 Below the transition temperature

In Figure 6 we compare the distribution functions ga of
pairs in the condensate, given by the “anomalous” bubble
G(x2;x1)12G(x′1;x

′
2)21 in expression (32) and discussed in

Section 2, for s- and d-wave symmetries. It is from this
function that a pair length [21,10], which represents the
average distance among fermions in a Cooper pair (see
Appendix C), is usually defined.

The structure of fluctuating pairs below Tc, given by
the second contribution to (28), are presented in Figure 7
for the s- and d-wave symmetry of the order parameter for
temperatures around Tc. We can thus assume that ∆(k)
remains almost constant, with a value corresponding to
the one in the pseudogap state [23], while the value of the
superconducting order parameter ∆sc(k) builds up from
zero at the transition temperature and increases to its zero
temperature value following a 1−(T/Tc)1/2 increasing law.

One can see that the number of fluctuating Cooper
pairs is suppressed as the long range order develops, i.e. it
decreases with the temperature, contrary to the behavior
above Tc and consistently to what expected. The spatial
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Fig. 6. Pair structure function ga(ρρρ), for pairs in the superconducting condensate, as a function of temperature for: (a) s-wave
symmetry and (b) d-wave symmetry. The parameters for the gap, the chemical potential and the interaction strength are as in
Figures 3a and 4a for s- and d-wave respectively. The total pair number increases when the temperature is lowered, as expected.

Fig. 7. Pair structure function gP (P = 0,ρρρ), for fluctuating pairs in the superconducting state, as a function of temperature
for: (a) s-wave symmetry; (b) d-wave symmetry. The parameters for the gap, the chemical potential and the interaction strength
are as in Figures 3a and 4a for s- and d-wave respectively. The total number of fluctuating pairs decreases when the temperature
is lowered, which is the opposite behaviour of what is shown in Figure 6.

extension of the pair structure function does not change
appreciably, and it is somewhat shorter than the one in-
ferable from the inspection of the distribution function
ga(ρ) in Figure 6. However, it should be pointed out that
a comparison between the two functions can not be but
qualitative, since ga(ρ) is a probability distribution func-
tion (though not yet normalized to one), while gP (P, ρρρ) is
not a positively-defined function.

4 Discussion

In this work, we have proposed a function that describes
the internal structure of fluctuating pairs in the weak cou-
pling and in the pseudogap regions of high temperature su-
perconductors and in the broken symmetry phase in the
vicinity of the transition temperature. We assume that
the system can be approximately described by an attrac-
tive Hubbard model. In this framework, we have studied
the Green function for the operator which creates a pair

of particles whose partners are at a certain relative dis-
tance. In order to describe fluctuating pairs we applied the
Bethe-Salpeter approach and the corresponding T -matrix
formalism, which takes into account the relevant inter-
action channel of repeated two-particle scattering in the
presence of the Fermi sea.

We describe the pairs in terms of three variables: en-
ergyΩ, center of mass momentum P and internal distance
ρρρ between the partners. Integrating over Ω with a Bose
distribution we obtain a pair structure function gP (P, ρρρ)
giving information about the number of pairs having mo-
mentum P and internal distance ρρρ. The expression that
determines gP (ρ) has two ingredients: the T -matrix brings
in the spectral properties of pairs with a fixed value of
ρρρ, whereas the ρρρ dependence we are interested in here
is brought in by the two-particle bubble. Strictly speak-
ing, gP (ρ) is not a probability distribution, since we sub-
tract the uniform background for non-interacting parti-
cles. Positive (negative) values of gP (P, ρρρ) then indicate
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an enhanced (reduced) tendency of the system of forming
pair configurations in the presence of the attraction. We
have studied the behaviour of gP (P, ρρρ) when its arguments
(range ρ and momentum P), as well as various parameters,
namely temperature T , interaction strength U and chemi-
cal potential µ (and thus electronic density), are modified.
For the pseudogap in the one electron spectral functions
we have used values which have been obtained by quan-
tum Monte Carlo simulations of the Hubbard model [13].

Here are our results grouped according to the depen-
dence of the pair structure function gP (ρ) on different pa-
rameters:

a) Distance ρ between the two partners
When gP (ρ) is plotted as a function of ρ, as it is shown
in our figures, most pairs seem to be relatively local-
ized, extending only over one or two lattice constants.
However, in order to appreciate the number of pairs of
different size, the asymptotic behaviour of the function
gP (ρ) for the fluctuating pairs has to be examined. It
depends on the interaction strength U :
For small U (weak coupling) gP (ρ) has a long tail in
ρ with Friedel-like oscillations, the amplitude of which
decays as ρ−s with an exponent s lying between 1 and
2, depending on the parameter values chosen. It is thus
not possible to use the second moment of ρ in order
to define a mean pair size. Moreover, when the total
number of fluctuating pairs is calculated as an integral
over ρ large pairs will give an important contribution
due to the non-exponential decay of gP (ρ).
When U is larger (intermediate and strong coupling),
leading to a pseudogap in the one-electron spectral
function, gP (ρ) goes to zero exponentially for large ρ.
The second moment of gP (ρ) corresponds to a fluctuat-
ing pair correlation length ξfp given by expression (46).
It becomes shorter when the pseudogap increases and
the fraction of relatively localized pairs becomes more
important.
The symmetry of the pairing interaction is reflected
in the main structure of gP (ρ) as a function of ρ: for
s-wave pairs the maximum is at ρ = 0, whereas for
d-wave pairs gP (ρ) goes to zero for ρ going to zero.
Moreover, the dependence on the direction of ρ corre-
sponds to d-wave symmetry.

b) Center of mass momentum P
gP (P, ρ) decreases motonically when P increases: most
pairs have zero momentum. Pairs with finite momen-
tum are thus typically somewhat smaller than pairs at
rest.

c) Temperature T
Above the superconducting transition temperature Tc

increasing T , and thus the strength of thermal fluctu-
ations, reduces the value of gP (P, ρ): the number of
fluctuating pairs decreases. Below Tc there are Cooper
pairs with a finite mean size forming the supercon-
ducting condensate. However, there are still fluctuat-
ing pairs below Tc. They show the opposite behaviour
temperature dependence: reducing T leads to fewer
fluctuating pairs, whereas the number of condensed
pairs increases.

d) Strength and form of the interaction potential
For a fixed ratio T/Tc a weaker interaction U leads
to a lower number of pairs. Moreover, the pairs get
somewhat less localized when the attraction is weaker.
However, it is important to stress that the charac-
teristic length, given in the weak coupling limit by
equation (40), determining the short range form of ρ
mainly depends on the electron density, rather than
on U . Thus, the structure of pairs formed on top of
the Fermi sea is different from what one expects in
the framework of scattering theory that describes the
resonance states of two isolated particles.
Going from a local attraction to an interaction of
longer range in the framework of a separable potential
is achieved by making the characteristic wave num-
ber k0 in expression (10) smaller. Pairs then get wider
and the long range Friedel oscillations are enhanced.

e) Chemical potential
When µ moves down towards the lower band edge the
number of pairs is reduced, there being fewer electrons
around to form them. Moreover, the long range os-
cillations in ρ, observed for weak coupling, change in
amplitude and wave length (as it is the case for the
Friedel oscillations of the screened interaction). When
the electronic density goes to zero the U -dependence
expected from scattering theory is recovered.

In the framework of the attractive Hubbard model pre-
formed, or fluctuating pairs have widely been treated by
analyzing, for example, the properties of the T-matrix or
by transforming the partition function into a functional
integral over a pairing field. However, as stated above, the
usual T-matrix, as well as the pairing field, only depends
on energy and center of mass momentum of the pairs. One
thus only describes pairs with fixed, characteristic internal
distance ρ between the partners. For the usual on-site at-
traction the pairs treated like this are local, the partners
sitting on the same lattice site. Such an approach thus
does not give information about the internal structure of
the fluctuating pairs, as it is given by our pair structure
function.

It would, of course, be interesting to observe the distri-
bution of internal distances for the pairs of high tempera-
ture superconductors. An indirect access to the pair cor-
relation function, which is equivalent to our pair structure
function integrated over all the centre of mass momenta,
is possible by the fact that in the broken symmetry phase
it is connected to the correlation energy [24]. This energy,
in turn, plays a key role in the thermodynamics of the
phase transition itself. The real space picture of this pair
correlation function, reported in [24] looks similar to what
we obtained for gP (P, ρρρ) both for s- and d-wave case as
can be seen by comparing with Figure 7 (we point out
that in contrast to reference [24], we reported the values
of the pair structure function not only on the lattice sites,
but also on intermediate positions).

Another area for which the internal structure of
Cooper pairs may be relevant is the very active field of
systems of ultracold atoms. In fact, while it is probably
difficult to measure the internal structure of the Cooper
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pairs in a superconductor, due to the very complicated
structure of the cuprates, in the case of atoms trapped
in optical lattice it is possible to carefully control all the
parameters for the interaction among particles [19]. More-
over, it should be possible to actually measure the exten-
sion of the Cooper pairs. Altman et al. [28] have explained
how the analysis of the light absorption image of a cloud
of such ultracold atoms, expanding when the trapping po-
tential has been turned off, can be used in order to study
the momentum distribution of the trapped atom system.
They show that, in the framework of a BCS-like state such
a measurement would yield information about the usual
functions u(k) and v(k) used to build up the state. These
functions determine the structure of the condensed pairs.
In the same way one would obtain insight into our struc-
ture function gP (ρ) for fluctuating pairs. Alternatively,
one could analyze the response to a Raman laser which
couples to the internal states of the pair, as suggested
in [20].

We thank S. Sharapov, P. Pieri, G.C. Strinati and L. Benfatto
for helpful discussions. This work was supported by the Na-
tional Competence Centre “MaNEP” of the Swiss National
Science Foundation.

Appendix A: Spectral function
in the pseudogap region

To mimic the presence of a pseudogap, we consider the
form of the BCS Green function with a finite linewidth.
Due to the absence of long range order the “anomalous”
BCS Green function is zero. We have then:

G(k, z) =
1

z − ξ(k) + iΓ − ∆2(k)
z−ξ(k)+iΓ

, (48)

where ξ(k) = −2 t(coskx + cos ky) is the single parti-
cle dispersion, 1/Γ is the excitation lifetime and ∆(k)
is the pseudogap. It is possible to rewrite (48) in terms
of the quasiparticles excitation energy, that is E(k) =√
ξ2(k +∆2(k):

G(k, z) =
z + ξ(k) + iΓ

(z + E(k) + iΓ )(z − E(k) + iΓ )

=
u2
k

z − E(k) + iΓ
+

v2
k

z + E(k) + iΓ
, (49)

where u2
k = (E(k) + ξ(k))/(2E(k)) and v2

k = (E(k) −
ξ(k))/(2E(k)). From (49) we can deduce the form of the
spectral function:

A(k, Ω) =
1
π

(
u2
kΓ

(Ω − E(k))2 + Γ 2
+

v2
kΓ

(Ω + E(k))2 + Γ 2

)
.

(50)

The particle-particle bubble can be written in term of the
spectral function of the single particle Green functions:

G(P,k, z) =
∑
zν

G

(
k +

P
2
, zν

)
G

(
k − P

2
, z − zν

)

=
∫ ∞

0

dω

2π
A

(
k +

P
2
, ω

)∫ ∞

0

dω′

2π
A

(
k− P

2
, ω′
)

× fF (ω) + fF (ω′) − 1
z − ω − ω′ . (51)

Replacing the expression for the single particle spectral
function (50) into the previous equation and performing
the substitution z → Ω+ iδ, we can obtain the expression
for the spectral function of the particle-particle bubble
I(P,k, Ω):

I(P,k, Ω) ≡ ImG(P,k, Ω + iδ) =
2
π

(
u2

1u
2
2Γ

(Ω − (E1 + E2))2 + 4Γ 2
+

v2
1v

2
2Γ

(Ω+(E1+E2))2+4Γ 2

+
u2

1v
2
2Γ

(Ω − (E1 − E2))2 + 4Γ 2
+

v2
1u

2
2Γ

(Ω+(E1 − E2))2 + 4Γ 2

)
,

(52)

where we used the shorthand notation 1 = k + P/2 and
2 = k − P/2. The parameter that enters our calculations
and that mimics the pseudogap is then the linewidth γ =
2Γ for the excitation described by the particle-particle
bubble.

Appendix B: Number of preformed pairs

In this appendix we establish a relationship between our
pair correlation function (3) and what is usually referred
to as NCP , the number of fluctuating Cooper pairs. In the
framework of the usual Landau-Ginzburg (LG) descrip-
tion of a superconductor NCP is found by summing over
the number NCP (P) of pairs with center of mass momen-
tum P, which is obtained by averaging the fluctuations of
the pairing field (see, for example [25]):

NCP (P) =
∑

k 〈| ψ(fl)
k |2〉 =

∫
d | ψk |2 [P (k) | ψk |2]∫

d | ψk |2 [P (k)]
.

(53)
Here ψk(fl) is the fluctuating part of the Fourier trans-
form of the pairing field governed by the static LG free
energy and the average is taken over a probability distri-
bution ρp(P ) given in terms of the coefficients in (16)

P (k) ∝ exp[−
(
a+ ck2

)
| ψk |2] (54)

which yields

NCP (P) = 1/(a+ cP2). (55)

The number of fluctuating Cooper pairs has been obtained
measuring the Knight shift and the nuclear spin relax-
ation under magnetic field by Zheng and co-workers [27].
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These quantities reflect indeed the pseudogap behavior,
and their reduction above Tc is strongly magnetic field
dependent accordingly to a scaling relation that depends
on the effects of the Cooper pair density fluctuations [27].

Starting from our Hamiltonian (1) with the factor-
izable form (9) for the attractive potential (with one
single shape function) one can transform the parti-
tion function into a functional integral by means of a
Stratonovich-Hubbard transformation:

Z = Tr e−βH = Tre−βH0 T

×
∫

D2ψ exp

[
−i
∫ −iβ

0

∑
P

|Uλ|−1|ψ(P, τ)|2

+
(
Q†

0(P, τ)ψ(P, τ)Q0(P, τ)ψ∗(P, τ)
)]
dτ. (56)

Here Uλ is the potential strength in equation (9) and
ψ(P, τ) is the pairing field accompanying the creation and
annihilation operators of pairs, related to the basic defini-
tion (2) by

Q0(P ) =
∑
rl

ei P
2 ·rl

∑
ρl

∑
k

φλ(k)e−ik·ρlQ†(r,ρ). (57)

We stress that Q†
0 creates reference pairs with a particular,

fixed internal structure obtained by summing over pairs
with different distance ρ between partners, weighted by
the space Fourier transform ψλ(ρ) of the form factor ψλ(k)
of the interaction potential (see Eq. (54)). The dynamic
correlation function of these reference pairs can be found
from equation (12) by performing the same summation
over ρ and ρ′ as in (54):

χ0(P , zν) =
∑
ρl,ρ′

l

χ(P ,ρl,ρ
′
l, zν)φ̃λ(ρl)φ̃λ(ρ′

l)

=
1
Uλ

∑
k

| φλ(k) |2 G(P ,k, zν)T (P , zν).

(58)

The number N0(P) of such reference pairs is given by

N0(P) =
∑
zν

χ0(P, zν). (59)

This is not identical to (55). However, treating pairs as
classical, as usually in the LG approach, one can limit the
sum to z = 0, and taking into account that the factor
multiplying the T-matrix in (58) varies slowly over the
region where T is important, the excplicit form of the
latter given in (16) leads us back to (55).

It is important to stress again that Ncp(P) is the total
number of pairs with a fixed internal structure, adapted
to the form of the interaction in the starting Hamiltonian.
It is thus not equal to what would be, in our approach, the
total number of pairs with a given center of mass momen-
tum, summed over all possible internal distance between
the partners. This quantity would have to be identified
with the integral over ρ of our pair distribution function
gP (P,ρ). The latter derives from a correlation function
χ of the form (12) which is not identical with expres-
sion (58).

Appendix C: Cooper-pair size at finite
temperature

In this appendix we calculate ξpair , defined as [21,10]:

ξpair =

√∫
dr g(r)r2∫
dr g(r)

=

√∫
dk [∂kφ(k)]2∫
dkφ2(k)

, (60)

where
ga(r) =

1
n2

|〈ψ†
↑(r)ψ

†
↓(0)〉|2 (61)

and ψσ(r) is the fermionic field operator, ∂k is the gradi-
ent operator in k-space, and φ(k) = ∆k/Ek(1 − 2fF (Ek)
is the Fourier transform of g(r). Here ∆(k) is the su-
perconducting gap considered in the d-wave symmetry,
Ek ≡

√
ξ2k +∆2

k, with ξk the normal-state dispersion, and
fF (Ek) is the Fermi distribution. At zero temperature,
ξpair is infinite in the d-wave case, due to a logarithmically
divergence at the numerator of (60) [10]. We will show that
at finite temperature, the pair length is instead finite. As
done in reference [10], let us consider the contribution of
the numerator and of the denominator of equation (60)
separately. Since we are interested in possible divergences,
we can perform a nodal approximation, which consists in
linearize the quasiparticle dispersion near the spectrum
nodal points: ξk 
 vFk‖ ≡ vFkx, ∆k 
 v∆k⊥ ≡ v∆ky. In
this way, we obtain for the numerator:

N =
1
N

∑
kx,ky

[[
vF ξk∆k

(
2f ′

F (Ek)
E2

k

+
1 − 2fF (Ek)

E3
k

)]2

+
[
v∆

(
2f ′

F (Ek)
E2

k

ξ2k − 1 − 2fF (Ek)
E3

k

∆2
k

)]2]
(62)

and for the denominator:

D =
1
N

∑
kx,ky

[
∆k

Ek
(1 − 2 fF (Ek))

]2
, (63)

where fF is the Fermi distribution and f ′
F its first deriva-

tive. Following reference [10], we introduce the polar coor-
dinates (E, θ), such that near a node we have ξk = E cos θ
and ∆k = E sin θ, and we usethe identity:

1
Ns

∑
kxky

=
∫
dθdE E

vF v∆
,

so that the equations (62) and (63) can be rewritten as:

N =
∫
dθdE

vF v∆
E

×
[[
vF cos θ sin θ

(
2f ′

F (E) +
1 − 2fF (E)

E

)]2

+
[
v∆

(
2f ′

F (E) cos θ2 − 1 − 2fF (E)
E

sin θ2
)]2]

(64)
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and

D =
∫
dθdE

vF v∆
E sin θ

(
tanh

βE

2

)2

, (65)

respectively. Since the integration in the variable E is car-
ried from zero to a certain finite upper cutoff, the integral
in (66) is finite. For the integral (65) we carry a Taylor
expansion of the Fermi function around E = 0:

2f ′
F (E) +

1 − 2fF (E)
E

= 2f ′
F (0) + 2f ′′

F (0)E

+
1 − 2fF (0) − 2f ′

F (0)E − f ′′
F (0)E2

E
+O(E2)

≈ f ′′
F (0)E, (66)

and

2f ′
F (E) cos θ2 − 1 − 2fF (E)

E
sin θ2 =

≈ −2f ′
F (0) − f ′′

F (0)E. (67)

Substituting (66) and (67) in (64), we obtain:

N =
∫
dθdE

vF v∆
E
[
(vF cos θ sin θf ′′

F (0)E)2

+ v2
∆ (2f ′

F (0) + f ′′
F (0)E)2

]
, (68)

which is indeed a finite quantity. Moreover, introducing
the adimensional variable E′ = βE in (64) and (65) that
the pair length ξpair diverges in temperature as 1/T .

In summary, we have that the pair length (60) is a
well defined quantity at T �= 0 for the d-wave symmetry,
at variance with the zero temperature case.
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